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core domain that binds guanine nucleotides and haveFocusing on Cells
a common enzymatic cycle to turn the protein on and
off. In this section, the authors discuss not only hetero-
trimeric GTPases but also small GTPases, elongationCell Biology, First Edition
factors, and dynamin-related GTPases. Students willBy T.D. Pollard and W.C. Earnshaw
therefore learn how a set of proteins that regulate a widePhiladelphia, PA: W.B. Saunders (2002).
variety of cellular functions uses a common structural805 pp. $59.95
domain in order to carry out their diverse functions. The
text is clearly written and atomic structures illustrate
key points. A second example of a conceptual synthesisIt is an amazing time to be a cell biologist. Developments
is the chapter on motor proteins (Chapter 39). The au-in technology allow us to image what had previously
thors begin the chapter by stating that all three majorbeen invisible, and the sequencing of genomes of model
classes of molecular motors, kinesins, dyneins, and my-organisms offers a wealth of information for understand-
osins, function to convert chemical energy to force pro-ing cellular function at the molecular level. Almost every
duction and have similar mechanisms of action. Theday, there are reports of new advances in understanding
complexity of multiple families of motors that functionthe biochemical basis of disease, and atomic structures
in diverse aspects of cell motility is quickly reduced toof cellular components grace the covers of journals with
unifying principles. The authors then provide a lucidincreasing frequency. Amidst all the excitement, how-
discussion of the enzymatic cycle for myosin and com-ever, emerge two related problems—how does one keep
pare it with that of kinesin and dynein. Structural infor-track of all this new information and how does one teach
mation is used to show the surprising structural similar-this ever-expanding field to students?
ity between the motor domains of kinesin and myosinOne way to cope with this explosion of information is
and how the motors interact with the filaments duringto rely on up-to-date textbooks. A good text can function
the crossbridge cycle. The section is complete and cur-as an indispensable tool for teaching students about cell
rent. A third example where structural information isbiology as well as a reference for working cell biologists
used is in the section on the cell cycle, which beginsstruggling to keep up with new information.
with an overview of the structure of CDKs and theirCell Biology by T.D. Pollard and W.C. Earnshaw is the
interaction with cyclins, illustrating the basic principlesnewest entry into the competitive field of cell biology
textbooks. The Pollard and Earnshaw book consists of of the interaction. A subsequent chapter on G2 and entry
into mitosis was less clearly written and the diagrams49 chapters, organized into eight major sections: Basic
Chemical and Physical Concepts; Membrane Structure more difficult to follow. Overall, however, the authors
have made a concerted effort throughout the text to useand Function; Storage and Expression of Genetic Infor-
mation; Biogenesis, Traffic, and Functions of Cellular structural information to clarify the often muddy waters
of cell biological details. While the success of their ef-Membrane Systems; Reception and Transduction of En-
vironmental Information; Cellular Interactions and the forts varies in different sections, I found the approach
very valuable, as it tends to reduce complexity to under-Extracellular Matrix; Cytoskeleton and Cellular Motility;
and Cell Cycle. The chapters are short and many can lying themes.
What about molecular biology? The book has onebe read straight through. The book has 782 text pages,
similar in size to other recent books (e.g., The Cell: A section, Storage and Expression of Genetic Information,
that is devoted to molecular topics. As in other parts ofMolecular Approach, Second Edition by Cooper and
Cell and Molecular Biology, Third Edition by Karp) but the book, the section opens with a well-written introduc-
tory chapter, followed by chapters on chromosome or-considerably shorter than others (e.g., Molecular Biol-
ogy of the Cell, Fourth Edition by Alberts et al. and ganization and DNA packaging, gene expression, pro-
cessing of RNAs, and nuclear structure and dynamics.Molecular Cell Biology, Fourth Edition by Lodish et al.).
Readers of this review probably own several cell biology Other aspects of molecular biology are found dispersed
throughout the text: DNA replication is presented in thetextbooks and have already chosen their favorites for
teaching. What might this new textbook have to offer? section on the cell cycle and recombination is presented
in a chapter on meiosis. The text does not cover bacterialThe most compelling feature of the book is the use
of structural data to provide insight into how various recombination, repair, or replication. The molecular ma-
terial that is covered seems more than adequate forcellular processes work. This was particularly well done
in the section on cell signaling. Organized differently most undergraduate courses in Cell and Molecular Biol-
ogy, but it is not encyclopedic; my interpretation is thatthan similar sections in other texts, this section begins
with a short introduction followed by chapters devoted the authors expect that readers will consult a text on
molecular genetics for detailed information on theseto receptors, protein hardware for signaling, second
messengers, and finally ending with a chapter on inte- topics.
As with any book there are problems. One is the bal-gration of signals. I liked this organization because it
unified concepts within an area of cell biology that tends ance between telling what we know versus explaining
how we figured out what we know, and pointing outto be replete with jargon and confusing detail. In dis-
cussing GTPases, the authors begin by establishing the what we still don’t know. In many places, I felt that this
book tended to be a repository of data and that morefact that members of this superfamily share a conserved
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space should have been devoted to describing the ex- age of cell biology. The book does not include sections
periments that led to this information. For example, a on immunology/immunity, cancer, or development,
section in Chapter 46 (box 46-1) contains a synopsis leaving these topics for more specialized texts, which I
of key experiments in cell cycle research that I found personally find appropriate. It is not a biochemistry or
interesting and appropriate. Most of these special sec- molecular biology text. It leaves out some experimental
tions, however, contained a list of key terms or a discus- details, but includes rich visual information. Teaching
sion of a technique, and much of the book completely from the text will be a far better test of its utility than
lacked such sections. I would advocate additional dis- my perusal of various chapters. After all, students often
cussion of experimental approaches to show students struggle with material that instructors find clear and are
the route (often a circuitous one) that led to our current likely to identify confusing points that are overlooked
understanding (or lack thereof). It is also very exciting by those more familiar with the material. My bet is that
for students to realize that we don’t yet have all the students will enjoy this new book and appreciate the
answers; drawing attention to “next steps in research” fact that it still fits in their backpack.
is one way to do this.
The book contains a large number of tables of varying
Pat Wadsworthutility. Many are lists of the components of various struc-
Department of Biologytures and can be useful references (e.g., Sarcomere
Morrill Science Centerproteins and actin-binding proteins). Others contained
University of Massachusettshighly specialized information that most students, and
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003many instructors, are unlikely to make use of (e.g., integ-
rin heterodimers and peroxin features). The reference
lists at the end of the chapters were sometimes too
Crossing Membranesshort; interested, advanced students might appreciate
more leads into the primary literature or, even better,
links to some good web sites.
Protein Targeting, Transport and TranslocationFinally, the layout of the book deserves comment. I
Edited by Ross E. Dalbey and Gunnar von Heijnefound the book aesthetically appealing—the size and
London: Academic Press (2002).placement of figures and overall design of the text pages
360 pp. $69.95was very well done. An especially nice feature was the
way EMs or LMs were combined in the same figure with Ever since the groundbreaking work of Palade and oth-
an interpretive diagram. This reinforced the important ers determined the basic outline of the secretory path-
point—at times overlooked by students—that diagrams way in the 1950s and 1960s, understanding intracellular
are in fact based on our interpretation of the available protein transport has been one of the core projects of
data. For example, in the chapter on mitosis, diagrams cell biology. These early studies were often done with
of the spindle at particular stages of mitosis are located cells that secrete large amounts of a few proteins and
right below a corresponding immunofluorescence mi-
at first it was not clear how many other proteins left the
crograph of a cell at the same mitotic stage stained for
cytoplasm or if the same pathways were used in other
microtubules, kinetochores, and DNA. Similarly, data
cell types. We now know that in most cell types, a large
from microtubule marking experiments are shown
fraction of proteins are moved out of the cytoplasmalongside an interpretive schematic, and EMs of cell
after they are synthesized and that cells use complexjunctions are shown alongside corresponding diagrams.
mechanisms to get them to the right intracellular loca-A CD containing print and screen versions of all of
tion. Current estimates are that about 50% of the pro-the figures, both with and without labeling, is available.
teins in a typical eukaryotic cell are transported out ofGiven the central role of the micrographs, structures,
the cytoplasm into organelles and membranes. More-and diagrams in the text, the CD will be an essential
over, it has become increasing clear that when newlyaid for teaching from this book. The CD also has 15
synthesized proteins are shipped to some intracellularanimations. The animations show molecules floating
location, that is not the end of the story; many proteinsaround on the screen, bumping into other molecules,
cycle between one or more compartments in a cell. Thischanging shape, moving through channels, etc. If they
has become particularly evident since the developmentwere sped up and sound effects added, they would
of methods to visualize proteins moving in live cellsresemble a video game. Once I got used to them, I found
using the green fluorescent protein has revolutionizedthem mesmerizing and watched several more than once.
our view of protein dynamics. For example, we nowEach animation also has a still image with the floating
know that a great many proteins cycle in and out of themolecules tied down and labeled, so you can open that
nucleus and that many proteins that are residents offile and keep track. Are the animations useful? In the
the secretory and endocytic pathways cycle betweencase of figure 16.16, Nuclear Trafficking, the animation
various compartments in these pathways.was a big help. The text Figure is dense with cargo,
We have learned a great deal about the highly com-adaptors, GTPases, and the like, and is rather intimidat-
plex, sometimes seemingly Byzantine mechanisms cellsing at first glance. The animation focused my attention
employ to move proteins between intracellular compart-on the individual steps and how one step leads to the
ments, which fall into two broad categories. The firstnext; it is thus an improvement over the still figure. On
are those used to translocate proteins across or intothe CD I received, the animation “The Molecular Basis
membranes. Since all proteins are synthesized in theof CDK Regulation” was missing.
In summary, this new book provides excellent cover- cytosol, with the exception of a small number of proteins
